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THE REPRESENTATIVENESS OF VARIOUS CLOUDS AS TRACERS OF THE FLOW

Takao Imaizumi*

Abstract

High level cloud motion winds (CMW) are classifiedaccording to their cloud

patterns and individually compared with collocated radiosonde winds to confirm the

representativeness of various clouds as tracers of the flow. As a result, the

relationship between cloud characteristics and their ability to trace the flow is

obtained.

Case studies show that thin cirrusin clear shape traces the flow at a singlelevel

as exactly as a radiosonde even in jet stream areas. Such cirrus often traces the jet

stream axis. If height assignment error and tracking error do not exist, no

significantdifference occur in either wind speed or direction between the CMWs

obtained from suitable tracer clouds and radiosonde winds. Therefore a negative

speed bise of CMWs and speed dependency of the bias found in the statistical

comparison between CMWs and radiosonde winds are not consistent features

pertinent to all CMWs. Rogue CMWs obtained from tracers of thick clouds mainly

cause the negative speed bias. Cloud texture analysis and thinness of cloud can

provide information on the quality of a tracer.

1. Introduction

CMW is an important consideration with

respect to numerical weather prediction per-

formance, especially over the oceans where

limited wind data are available from other

observation systems. However, the use of

high level CMWs ≪ 400 hPa) as initialdata of

numerical weather prediction has been under

debate, because "statistical" comparisons
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with either collocated rediosonde winds or

those in the first-guess wind fieldsshow that

CMWs tend to underestimate the wind speed,

especially in jet stream areas. Moreover, a

negative speed bias of CMWs have generally

been reported to be proportional to the wind

speed (e.g., Kallberg and Delsol, 1987;

Woick, 1991).

This "negative speed bias" problem has

been common to high level CMWs generated
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by three satellite operators [the National

Environmental Satellite Data and Information

Service (NESDIS), the Japan Meteorological

Satellite Center (JMSC), and the European

Space Operations Centre (ESOC) ], although

details of the technique vary among the three

satellite data producers. The bias has a

negative impact on the analysis/forecast sys-

tems. Hence, the European Centre for

Medium Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) decided not to use high level

CMWs over land in 1987. The possibility of

unrepresentativeness of CMWs is, however,

not excluded over oceans either.

Several reasons for the negative speed

bias may be suggested as follows.

(a ) unrepresentativeness of clouds as tracers

(b) height assignment error

( c ) cloud tracking error

For instance, ESOC has modified the

operational system for extracting CMWs

from METEOSAT images;i.e., IR radiance

slicing before tracking (1987), water vapor

calibration (1987), use ECMWF forecast to

start the automatic tracking (1989), cloud

filtering based on spatial coherence method

(1990). These modifications to eliminate

height assignment error and cloud tracking

error brought improvements. However, the

negative speed bias of CMWs is still found in

statistical comparisons (e.g., Woick,1991).

This fact implies that the representativeness

of various clouds as tracers should be

single level, it is impossible to completely

remove the bias of CMWs. However, if the

bias is mainly caused by selecting unsuitable

clouds for the tracers, it is possible to remove

the bias by rejecting those poor quality CMWs.

The starting point of production of CMWs

is the premise that certain of clouds drift with

the flow at a single level. In fact, however,

the premise has not adequately confirmed. It

is the intention of this paper to investigate the

representativeness of various clouds as

tracers of the flow. Moreover the relation-

ship between cloud characteristics and the

quality of CMWs will be discussed.

2. Comparison of high level CMWs with

collocated rediosonde winds

Morgan (1985) stated that the quality of

CMWs is bound to vary under different atmo-

spheric conditions because of the variabilityof

the tracer clouds. Thus case studies are

useful to establish the precise error budget in

examined to understand the cause of the nega- 1002

tive speed bias.

If no cloud exactly traces the flow at a

-2

Fig. 2 Wind hodograph for Minamidaitojima on

01 December 1989 at 0000 UTC.
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Fig.la GMS IR image on ０１December 1989 at 0000 UTC. The target area isindicated dy ａbox

　　　　The triang】ｅshows Minan!idaitojima (131.2°Ｅ，25.8°Ｎ).

Fig.lb　As Fig.la. but VIS image.
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Fig. 3　As Fig. la, on ０５May 1990 at 1200 UTC. The triangle shows Chenzhou (113.0°Ｅ，25.8°Ｎ).

　　　　The cicle shows Minamidaitoj ima (131.2°Ｅ，25.8°Ｎ).

Fig. 4　As Fig.2, but for Chenzhou on ０５May

　　　　1990 at 1200 UTC.

－４－

Fig. 5　As Fig.2, but for Minamidaitojima on ０５

　　　　　May 1990 at 1200 UTC.
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individual situation and are therefore essential

for studiesinto possible ways ofimproving the

product. Here, CMWs are classifiedaccord-

ing to their cloud patterns and individually

compared with collocated radiosonde winds.

Five typical examples containing both suit-

able and unsuitable tracer clouds will be dis-

cussed below. In following examples, manual

quality control ensured that no tracking error

existed and each cloud pattern remained un-

changed during cloud tracking (1 hour).

It should be noted that the Root Mean

Square (RMS) values of the vector difference

at zero separation and at a separation of 100

km are respectively 5 m/s and 8 m/s for high

level radiosonde - radiosonde comparison

(Morgan, 1985). Furthermore errors inher-

ent in the CMW and radiosonde observations

must also be recognized as occurring.

Case 1 ― Thin cirrus shaped like a streak

Fig. 1 shows a tracer cloud used in this

example. It is thin cirrus shaped like a

streak. This cirrus traced the upper diver-

gence flow around a developed typhoon over

the ocean, being automatically tracked by a

cross-correlation method. The CMW speed is

49.5 m/s. A corresponding hodograph

(Fig.2) observed at Minamidaitojima (131.2°

E, 25.8°N) shows the wind profileat a separa-

tion of about 40 km from the CMW.

The CMW is only in good agreement with

the rediosonde wind at 168 hpa, where the

maximum wind speed (46.8 m/s) was obser-

ved by the rediosonde. The vector and speed

differences between the CMW and the

rediosonde wind at 168 hPa are respectively

5.6 m/s and 2.7 m/s. These differences are

negligible (Morgan, 1985). If the cloud did

not drift exactly at the same height as the flow

occurring at the maximum wind speed level,

such good agreement would be improbable.

Therefore it is concluded that this cirrus

traces the maximum speed flow as accurately

as the radiosonde even in the jet stream area.

Hence the correct cloud height is certainly

168 hPa. In practice, however, a 300 hPa

height was assigned to the CMW using the

climatological method. At this height the

vector and speed differences between the

CMW and the radiosonde wind are respective-

ly 24.9 m/s and 12.5 m/s; thus height assign-

ment errors significantly result in large differ-

ences because of a strong vertical wind shear

near the jet stream in spite of correct track-

ing. The climatological height assignment

was a contributory cause of the poor quality of

GMS high level CMWs, as metioned by Rad-

ford (1989). However, it is noted that the

negative speed bias of CMWs would not

coour, even if incorrect height is assigned to

clouds tracing the maximum speed flow.

The cloud's minimum equivalent black

body temperature (TBb) in the IR window is

242 K, and corresponds to the temperature at

about 300 hPa. The temperature at 168 hPa is

about 215 K, which is the actual cloud temper-

ature. The observed cloud TBB (242 K) was

estimated as being higher than the actual

cloud temperature (215 K) by 27 K, because

the cloud was semitransparent cirrus. It is

difficult to accurately determine the cloud

― 5 ―
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height from only TBB. This difficultyled to

JMSC using the climatological height assign-

ment.

Case 2 ― Thin cirrus shaped like feather

Fig. 3 shows the tracer cloud used in this

example. It is cirrus shaped like feather.

There is no cloud under the cirrus. The CMW

speed is 47.3m/s, with the tracking method

being the same as in Case 1. Its corresponding

hodograph (Fig. 4) observed at Chenzhou

(113.0°E, 25.8°N) shows the wind profileat a

separation of about 20km from the CMW.

The CMW is only in good agreement with

the radiosonde wind at 173 hPa. The vector

and speed differences between the CMW and

the radiosonde wind are respectively 6.4 m/s

and 0.7 m/s at 173 hPa, where the maximum

wind speed (48.0 m/s) was observed by the

radiosonde. Similar to Case 1, these differ-

ences are negligible. Hence, this cirrus cer-

tainly traces the maximum speed flow as

accurately as the radiosonde even in the jet

stream area and over land, although ECMWF

decided not to use CMWs over land. The

important issue to identify rogue CMWs is not

whether a tracer cloud is over land.

The cloud's minimum TBB is 232 K and

corresponds to the temperature at 250 hPa.

The temperature at the correct cloud height of

173 hPa is about 210 K, which is most prob-

ably the actual cloud temperature. In this

case, the effectiveemissivity of the semitrans-

parent cirrusin the target area can be approxi-

mately calculated from the difference between

the actual cloud temperature and the cloud's

TBB (see Appendix A). The effective emis-

sivity (e) is

0.45 <e < 0.85.

Since the cirrus'semissivity is less than unity

by an unknown and variable amount, the

cirrus's TBB is higher than the actual cloud

temperature.

Case 3 ― Midlatitude cloud system

Case 3a: Thick clouds in a cloud band

Fig. 3 shows the tracer cloud used in this

example. The target area contains thick

clouds in a cloud band, not only cirrus. It was

tracked by a cross-correlation method. The

CMW speed is 13.4m/s. Its corresponding

hogograph (Fig. 5) observed at Minamidaito-

jima(131.2°E, 25.8°N) shows the wind profile

at a separation of about 40km from the CMW.

The values of the minimum vector and mini-

mum speed differences between the CMW and

the radiosonde wind are respectively 5.6 m/s

and 1.6 m/s at 600 hPa. However, is the

CMW representative of the flow at 600 hPa ?

The observed cloud's minimum TBb is 234

K, which corresponds to the temperature at

about 250 hPa. Since the observed cloud TBB

should always be greater than its actual tem-

perature , the cloud top height is considered to

be higher than 250 hPa. In the upper layer,

however, the CMW speed is much less than

the radiosonde wind speed and their vector

and speed differencesincrease to about 20 m/s.

This indicates that thiscloud-pattern motion

does not correlate with the actual wind at any

level. Even if the cloud temperature could be

estimated correctly, the CMW would have
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Fig. 6　As Fig.la, but on ０７May 1990 at 1200 UTC ； the triangleshows Kagoshima （130.6°Ｅ，31.6°Ｎ）.

Fig. 7　As Fig.2, but for Kagoshima on ０７May

　　　　1990 at 1200 UTC.

lower　velocity　than　the　radiosonde　wind'

svelocity at the pressure level derived from

cloud temperatuure. This target area is un-

suitable for the tracer.

Case 3b :Thick cloud on the west edge of ａ

　　　　　　cloudsystem

　　This case considersａ CMW derived from

the motion of thick cloud on the west edge of

ａ cloud system (Fig. 6). The cloud was

automatically tracked. The CMW speed is

24.8 m/s. Its corresponding hodograph (Fig.

7) observed at Kagoshima （130.6°Ｅ，31.6°Ｎ）

shows the wind profile at ａ separation of

about 100km from the CMW. The values of

the minimum vector and minimum speed dif-

ferences between the CMW and the radio-

－7
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Fig.8a As Fig.la. but on ０７May 1990 at 0000 ＵＴＣ;　the triangle shows Wajima （136.9°Ｅ，37.4°Ｎ）

１･／

。１

Fig.8b　As Fig.8a, but VIS image.
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Fig. 9 As Fig.2, but for Wajima on 07 May 1990

at 0000 UTC.

sonde wind are resepectively 4.2 m/s and 0.4

m/sat 600 hPa.

The observed cloud's miniihum TBB is 243

K and corresponds to the temperature at the

pressure level of about 350 hPa; thus the

cloud top height is considered higher than 350

hPa. In the upper layer, however, the CMW

speed is less than the radiosonde wind's and

the difference increases to about 25 m/s.

Although the actual shear of the wind between

the two locations makes a substantial contri-

bution to the observed diferences, the value of

25 m/s is too great to consider that the CMW

is coincident with the radiosonde wind. Simi-

lar to Case 3a, this CMW does not correlate

with the rediosonde wind at any level.

-9-

Fig. 10 Wind speed isolines in the meridional cross

section chart along 140°E on 07 May 1990

at 0000 UTC. Tropopause height is indicat-

ed by dots. The star shows the CMW.

Case 3c: Thin cirrus on the north edge of a

cloud system

Not every part of a midlatitude cloud

system is unsuitable for use as a tracer, e, g.,

the thin cirrus on the north edge of a cloud

system shown in Fig. 8 is a suitable tracer

cloud. The VIS and IR images confirm that

the cirrus is semitransparent and thin. The

cloud was manually tracked and found to have

a CMW speed of 64.9 m/s, being considerably

high in comparison with the average of high

level CMW speeds (about 25 m/s). Its corre-

sponding hodograph (Fig. 9) observed at

Wajima (136.9°E, 37.4°N) shows the wind

profile at a separation of about 60km from the

CMW.

The CMW is only in good agreement with

the radiosonde wind at 229 hPa, where the

maximum wind speed (65.8m/s) was obser-

ved by the rediosonde. The vector and speed
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differences between the CMW and the radio- exist. These CMWs must be realized to be

sonde wind are respectively 3.2 m/s and 0.9 correct and reliable. Therefore such CMWs

m/s at 229 hPa. Similar to Case 1, these must not be rejected, even though they are

variations are negligible. Thus the correct quite different from the forecast winds. The

cloud height is 229 hPa. This tracer cloud CMWs which are different from the forecast

follows the wind at such a high wind speed, winds are most important as initial data of

although Morgan (1985) noted the almost numerical weather prediction, because they

complete inability of the satellite winds to have a substantial impact on the analysis/

observe a wind greater than 50 m/s. forecast system.

Schmetz and Nuret (1989) stated that the

jet core itselfis mostly cloud-free. However, 3 . 2 What is a primary contributor to the

a meridional cross section chart along 140°E

(Fig. 10) and Fig. 8 show that the jet stream

axis corresponds to the north edge of the cloud

system. Hence, it is fortunately possible to

obtain CMWs tracing the jet stream axis.

Such CMWs potentially have a significant

impact on numerical weather prediction

performance.

3 . Results and Discussion

3 .1 The existence of clouds tracing the flow

at a single level

It must be remembered that the clouds

shown in Cases 1, 2 and 3c definitelytrace the

flow at a single level as exactly as a radio-

sonde even in jet stream areas. In addition,

similar case studies offer evidence of the re-

presentativeness of thin cirrus clouds as

tracers of the flow.

No significant difference will occur in

either wind direction or speed between the

CMWs obtained from suitable tracer clouds

and collocated radiosonde winds, if height

assignment error and tracking error do no

-10

negative speed bias ?

The examples in thispaper show that the

negative speed bias and its speed dependency

found in the statisticalcomparison between

high level CMWs and radiosonde winds is not

a consistent feature pertinent to allhigh level

CMWs. In particular, CMWs tracing the

maximum speed flow willnot cause the nega-

tive speed bias. If they are assigned an incor-

rect height, a positive speed bias will be

caused. Nevertheless, why does the negative

speed bias occur ? Case 3a and 3b suggest the

answer.

CMWs of Case 3a, 3b would have lower

speeds than the radiosonde wind's at the level

derived from the cloud temperature, even if

the cloud temperature could be estimated

correctly. In general, a motion of a thick

cloud does not correlate with the actual flow

at a single level. If many of poor quality

CMWs obtained from such unsuitable tacer

clouds are not rejected, they will cause the

negative speed bias.

On the basis of these case studies, poor

quality CMWs have been more intensively
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rejected since April 1991; in addition to revis-

ing JMSC's hight assignment method using the

Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) fore-

cast and radiosonde winds. This can be

achieved by a more selective manual quality

control. As a result, recent verification data

of GMS CMWs with collocated radiosonde

winds show a reduction of the speed bias and

the vector difference (e.g., Woick, 1991).

The result proves that the main cause of the

negative speed bias is to use unsuitable tracer

clouds. It is not necessary to calibrate CMW

speeds, but instead to identify poor quality

CMWs.

Moreover, the negative speed bias of

METEOSAT CMWs and GOES CMWs is

probably the result of using unsuitable tracer

clouds rather than cloud height assignment

error, because cloud height information deter-

mined from METEOSAT and GOES data are

more acurate than that of GMS data; the

METEOSAT cloud height assignment is made

using the water vapor calibration, whereas

the GOES cloud height assignment by the

carbon dioxide splittingtechnique.

3 . 3 What is an useful parameter for

identifying poor quality CMWs ?

An operator can identify poor quality

CMWs if he understands the relationship

between cloud characteristics and their ability

to trace the flow. In order to derive homoge-

neous-quality CMWs routinery, a method for

identifying poor CMWs automatically should

be developed, as suggested by Schmetz and

Nuret (1989).

What is an useful parameter for identify-

ing poor CMWs ? First, cloud texture analy-

siscan provide information on the quality of a

tracer cloud, because the case studies show

that there is a clear difference between cloud

patterns of suitable tracers and ones of unsuit-

able tracer. Second, thinness of cloud could

become an useful parameter for identifying

poor CMWs, because the common character

to clouds tracing the flow at a single level in

jet stream areas is thinness; only thin cirrus

can drift with a single level flow in a strong

vertical shear.

4. Summary

Thin cirrus in clear shape traces the flow

at a single level as exactly as a radiosonde

even in jet stream areas. Rogue CMWs

obtained from tracers of thick clouds mainly

cause the negative speed bias. The analysis of

cloud texture and thinness of cloud can pro-

vide information on the quality of a tracer.
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written as
Appendix A

Approximate estimate of the effective emis- thus

sivity of semitransparent cirrus

A method for estimating the effective

emissivity of semitransparent cirrus at a sin-

gle level is proposed based on the radiative

transfer model, with assumptions being as

follows;

(1) A plane-parallel atmosphere is in local

thermodynamic equilibrium.

(2) The scattering arocess is negligilble.

(3) The cirrus temperature is homogeneous

and equal to that of the environment.

(4) Ground temperature below the cloud is

uniform in the area under computation.

For a given cirrus cloud element the ob-

served radiation, La, in the IR window can be

Isa

|lc,| d-e)U

ClOUd-aS32S=S^SSS2=*

i

u

u

u

Fig.11 Sketch illustratingIR radiation from semi-

transparent cirrus. Upward flux of the

long wave radiation from the ground is U,

satelliteobserved radiation is La, and the

cloud radiation is Li .

I8a=(l-e)U+e-ICI

e=(U-Isa)/(U-Icl) (*)

where e is the effective emissivity of the

cloud, U is the clear sky radiation, and Iciis

the cloud radiation (see Fig. 11). The values

of U and Isacan be derived from satellitedata,

and Ici can be derived from the actual cloud

temperature.

As a specificexample, the effective emis-

sivity of cirrus shown in Case 2 willbe calcu-

lated. As discussed in Case 2, the actual

cirrus temperature at 173 hPa is about 210K.

Its corresponding radiation (Icl)can be der-

ived using the IR calibration table (not

shown) ;

Ic (210K)=0.16 [mW/cm/sr]

The cloud's TBB (TBBc) in the target area isin

the range of 232 K to 275 K;

232 < TBBc < 275 [K].

These variations are due to the difference of

cloud's emissivity. Their corresponding radi-

ation (Isa)can be derived using the IR calibra-

tion table;

0.26 < Isa < 0.51 [mW/cm/sr].

The ground TBB is about 288 K. Its corre-

sponding radiation (U) is

U (288K)= 0.80 [mW/cm/sr]

Substituting these values (Ici,Isa,and U) into

(*) gives the effective emissivity;

0.45 < e < 0.85.

-12-
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